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Cargo-worthy containers are shipping containers that are
structurally sound and seaworthy, meaning they possess the
necessary strength and weather resistance to safely transport
cargo on a container ship. These containers may exhibit signs
of wear and tear such as dings, dents, and rust, but their
structural integrity remains intact.

It is essential to understand that the "Cargo Worthy"
designation does not guarantee the presence of valid CSC
plates or surveys required for overseas shipping. While these
containers are typically sound enough to be certified,
additional measures, such as an updated CSC survey, may be
necessary for international shipment. Despite variations in
the cargo-worthy definition, one can generally rely on these
containers to withstand long-distance transportation,
including overseas journeys.

Your Guide to Expectations and its Benefits
Used Cargo-Worthy Shipping Container:



Cargo Worthy Certification: The container will come with a
certification stating it's fit to carry cargo overseas. This is an
assurance that it meets international shipping standards.

Clean Interior: This container is wind and watertight
expecting the inside of the container will be clean, dry, and
ready for you to load your cargo.

Fully Functional Doors: The doors of the container will open
and close smoothly, providing a secure seal to protect your
cargo.

Long Life Expectancy: A cargo-worthy container is in good
condition has a long service life ahead and can be expected
to last for many years with proper maintenance.

Safe for Transport: The container is deemed safe for
international transport by sea, rail, and road. It's designed to
withstand heavy loads and extreme conditions.
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When you receive a Cargo Worthy
Shipping Container, you can
expect the following:
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Transporting Goods: As their name suggests, these
containers are primarily used for transporting goods
internationally by sea, rail, or road. They're designed to
withstand heavy loads and harsh conditions.

Storage Solution: These containers provide a durable and safe
storage solution, capable of holding up to 60,000 pounds of cargo.
Their weather-resistant nature keeps the stored items protected
from the elements.

Exports: With the proper certification, a Cargo Worthy container can
be used for exports.

Conversion Projects: Due to their robust structure, these containers
are often used in conversion projects. They can be transformed into
homes, offices, shops, cafes, and more.

Recertification and Reuse: Even used Cargo Worthy containers can
be inspected, repaired, and recertified to return to international
shipping. This makes them a cost-effective and sustainable option.
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Shipping Containers
Uses of Cargo-Worthy 



MAY NOT CLOSE PROPERLY

What to Expect When Purchasing
Comparing Shipping Container Condition & Grades: 
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Usually utilized for storing
things that don't need to be
kept away from moisture or

rodents, such as building
materials, automobile parts,

and tools that won't rust.
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